
Survey Globalstar

 
Economical GPS Globalstar satellite collar with VHF beacon

 

 

 

The Survey Globalstar collar takes up to two GPS fixes per 

day and sends you daily updates about your study animals 

location, if it is still alive and data about ambient temperature. 

The collar is also equipped with a powerful VHF beacon for 

field observations.

 
 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Collar Characteristics 
  

 

Survey collar in drop 

shape with 2D battery 

housing.  

The Survey Globalstar collar is engineered and designed for long-term survival and monitoring 

studies. The collar replaces conventional VHF tracking collars and provides the added benefits of 

highly accurate spatial GPS data with regular daily samples. The data is transmitted using the 

Globalstar satellite system which is not dependent on weather or access to the study site.

 

 Unique German engineered one housing design for 

improved field reliability 

 Completely sealed housing with no external parts or 

connections to protect against water ingress

 Completely wireless communication interfaces

 1-way Globalstar satellite communication

 Large belt adjustment range (fits almost any neck size)

 3 models starting at 325g

 Upgrades: UHF ID Tag for interaction studies

 comes with a 2 year warranty on all electronic parts

 

Basic settings allows 

up to one decade of 

migration observation 

with one Survey 

Globalstar collar. 
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GLOBALSTAR Satellite Communication  

The Survey Globalstar collar uses the Globalstar 

Simplex 1-way service for remote data download. 

GPS and mortality data is sent repeatedly to 

increase probability that the message is received by 

the satellites. The data is transferred to your 

computer as email or can be downloaded 

automatically using the HTTP Collector with GPS 

Plus X. 

VHF Beacon & Mortality Sensor

The Survey Globalstar collar is equipped with a 

mortality sensor. When no activity or movement is 

detected for a user-defined period of time, the 

collar will:

Globalstar coverage map (May 2015)

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Technical Specifications

 

 

Round Survey 

collars with small 

1C and 2D 

battery housing.

 send an alert message using Globalstar 

satellite network to your email address

 send an alert SMS text message to your 

mobile device

 switch VHF beacon to mortality pattern

 switch to mortality GPS mode by recording    

positions every 30 minutes for 6 hours and 

return to regular GPS schedule after
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